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Thesis Outline
Problem : A Study of the Place of Music in the Religious
Service.
Introduction ; Through a survey of music in all of the
established religious exercises, I hope to luake a fairly
simplified history so that I can turn to these items of
interest without consulting various volumes. If I can
do this satisfactorily, I shall be amply repaid.
RevieTv- of Literature : A consultation of the theses files
at the Goodell Library, M.S.C. and Smith College Music
Library gave evidence that there had been no work done
for a Master's degree on this subject.
Procedure ; I have made a careful study of music in the
worship service of the church from Bible times, the Old
and New Testaments included, and I might add the pre-
Bible days, down to the present time. I have tried to
consult only the reliable sources and the treatment of the
thesis proper follows somewhat this set-up:
1. Presence of religious factor in the worship
service since the beginning of its existence.
2. The Mission of Music, that is—Why it is a factor
in the perpetuation of these religious institutions.
S. The contribution to the perpetuation of these
religious institutions.
Sutamary and Conclusion ; Found on pages 73 through 80.
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A Study of the Place of Music in the
Religious Service
Introduction
Music is, as it were, taken for granted in our day.
Everywhere we hear it and wonder what has happened when we
do not hear it on the program. Thus when one considers such
a topic as this, "The place of music in the religious
service," his first impulse must be very naturally to say,
"Why, of course music is necessary in the service. What
would we do without it?"
On the face of it, then, it might be wondered why
one should take the trouble to make a study of worship
music. However, how many of us realize just what has
been the status of this question in the past? We assume
that it has been important, and perhaps we can quote
certain things from the Bible to substantiate our state-
ments, but what else can the ordinary person do for proof?
It is with this particular thought in mind that I
have undertaken this problem. Personal ideas were not
necessary nor very desirable, and thus it was necessary
to consult the libraries.
Webster defines music as being melody or harmony.
It is "a succession of sounds so modulated as to please
the ear, or a combination of simultaneous sounds in
accordance or harmony." This definition is for music in
-ii-
general, but it does speak of the highest form of music
and that is religious music. All through the ages,
according to the references found in the most reliable
sources, religious music has been predominant in the lives
of the people, be they heathen or civilized. Until rather
recent years, it was the principle music which was written
and allowed to be performed. It is the purpose of this
treatise to set forth these ite^as of interest and found to
have been a real asset in the perpetuation of music in
the religious service.
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Chapter I
The Presence of the Religious Factor in the Music
of the Early Worship Service
The first sources of information came long before
reference is made to the Old Testament in the Bible.
Waldo Seldon Pratt says that it really seemed necessary
for primitive religion to adopt "musico-dramatic" means
of expression because singing and dancing were so closely
associated. Besides being widely used in social events,
these two means of expression were an integral part in
some particular event, such as war, worship, and death.
Then follow, not necessarily in order, the various
countries of early Europe and the manner in which the
people expressed their religious feelings. In Italy, the
best day of the year was Ambarvolia, a religious festival,
held in April, for the purpose of purifying the people and
their farms through the medium of hymns, sacrifice and
prayers. That over, there was gay celebrating for the
rest of the day. In Rome, the correct worship of Jupiter
was very Important. When the censors forbade the musicians
of the temple to eat in the temple grounds as in former
times, the musicians went on strike, together with all of
the city musicisns, to Tibut, and left no one to play for
the services. They were finally brought back, after first
having been made very drunk, and were persuaded by the
crowd to stay, the meal privilege being restored.
The religion of Egypt was polytheistic, one of its
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gods being the Nile which is, after all, all-important to
the people if they are to live. An exaraple of this is a
hymn in honor of the Nile, praising it for its great work
in helping the people. Music was important at social
functions and in religious worship as well, some of the
best melodies being of a religious order. Music was one
of the many jobs of the priests and one of the most definite
contributions was the harp, formerly played by the priests
only, but now only a woman's task,
A similar idea is found in the religions of Babylonia
and Assyria, In Babylonia, the Euphrates, and in Assyria,
the Tigris rivers were revered as was the Nile in Egypt.
There is nothing very definite to be found except as Pratt
says, "We gather that music was a stated element in reli-
gious and civic functions, companies of performers forming
parts of great processions, and infer that it was under the
care of the priesthood."^
In India, music was not used very much except by the
Brahmans and Buddhists in religious ceremonies. The most
precious possession from the thousands B.C. is the Rig-
Veda collection of about a thousand hymns which are to the
gods. The rhythm of the music of India is continually
changing, but it is probable that religious music has
undergone the least change through the years.
In China, reverence for music is closely connected
with religion. The oldest instriiment is the «King«~a
series of stone or metal plates hung in two rows from a
-3-
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fraae, and sounded by being struck by a mallet." The
King was very highly regarded and was used in connection
with the burning of incense in religious services. The
Chan£, a wind instruiaent consisting of a hollow gourd and
bamboo pipes fitted in with free reeds, gave Kratzenstein,
organ-builder of St. Petersburg, the idea of using the
first free reed in organ pipes.
In Arabia, music was not originally connected with
religion. Mohadi.aed opposed music as being against holiness,
but in spite of that, the Arabs developed melodies and
instruments quite highly. Music was chiefly secular and
more of a popular art than a religious one, it being
associated with the harem and home life. As the old ban
became somewhat relaxed, music finally came to be used
in the Islamite ritual.
During the period of 1000 to 400 B.C., the Greeks
showed extreme reverence for music, finding it
indispensable
in religious ceremony, festivals, and social
life.
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Chapter II
Music in the Old and Hew Testaments
Moving on to Israel and the music in worship in the
Old Testament, one finds that in Israel the recitative In
song was used and some of the dance forms were combined
with the religious song. The Hebrews, more than any other
nation, were devoted to music in order to serve religion
and they used the Bible as their main source. Usually the
music was loud and piercing and the singing was in unison,
antiphonally,—sometimes by the congregation as a whole,
sometimes by the priest followed by the others. Instruiaents
were used probably for accompaniment only. Pratt says that
the importance of the worship music historically lies not
in its artistic qualities but in the fact that records
of its existence have afforded a warrant for using it
freely in the modern service.
Among the many references to music are those contained
in II Samuel 6:5, I Chronicles 15:23 and 16:42, II Chronicles
7:6 and 29: £5, Psalms 3?, 81, 92, 108, 150, and in Daaiel S:5.
These references, of course in the language of the
transla-
tors, actually pertain to the music in the worship of
the Lord.
An examole of this is the reference in II Samuel 6:5:
^ And David and all the house of Israel played
before the Lord on all manner of Instruments m|Qe ol.
fir wood, even on harps, and on psalteries, and
on
timbrels, and on cornets, and on cymbals.
It is the occasion of rejoicing after David was made king
and he had brought the ark of God from
Kirjath-Jearin.
There are of course many references to music,
to singers
in particular, and because of that, I can
give only one.
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This one is found in I Chronicles 6: SI and S2x
31-And these are they whom David set over the
service of song in the house of the Lord, after
that the arK had rest.
. n-,. ,
Z2-And they ministered before the dwelling place
of the tabernacle of the congregation with singing,
until Solomon had built the house of the Lord in
Jerusalem: and then they waitea on their office
according to their order.
Then follow a list of these singers, numbering fifty-one.
David invested the religious ceremonies with a lasting
feeling of power and highest ceremony. Music being the
common property of all classes, it had a prominent place in
private celebrations as well as those ?;hich were public.
Solomon»s reign maritea the peak of musical culture, and
after his death jauch was lost.
The Hebrews made a distinction between the psalm
and the hymn. The psalm is from the word psaltery—
a
stringed instrument, and the hymn is from the Latin
hymnus
—a song of praise. Jehosophat ana Hezekial
restored and
improved the musical service at the temple and
organized
it so that the Psalms might be kept from
perishing. The
Psalter* as well as the Hymnal is a condensation
of the
history of the Jewish Church.
Although the pilgrim songs from the Psalms
were not
used in the church service, they were
almost indispensable,
r'nThrPsIlterhirbeen'thrPrayer and Praise Book of
Le ChurcriniJefsal. It ^as moulded the very
language
and desires of ^ll/j^^^^.^P^^^^^^J^h^LoS orcom:.on
Modern, Eastern
^^^J-f^^^^J^^^^y of?he Jewish as i^ell
^rir^he JhSlt?an? of the P^ftesL.t as well as of
the
SreSk an? aSSnlst Churches. In creeds
and forms they
differ, but in devotion they are alike.
"o
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These songs were most necessary to keep up the faith of the
people upon the return of the captives from Babylon to
Jerusalem, The journey was four laonths in length, and that
meant long days of travel for there was a scarcity of animals
to carry the travelers. Also, when the people went to
Jerusalem to worsMp, singers and players led them in singing
along the way. Again, in an account of a pilgrimage to
Palestine, St, Sylvia of Aquitania laakes mention of the
Psalms and hymns which were siang along the way.
Among the early converts of the New Testament, singing
was a method of social worsliip. It is taken for granted
that the first Jewish converts brought with them the
psalmody from the synagogues and that tiien the new con-
ceptions of Christianity made additions to it. Appleton
tells of the Magnificat as being the keynote of the
Christian message to follo\^ . It is the story of Mary telling
her cousin Elizabeth of her coming child. Elizabeth, also
expecting a child, calls her blessed, and Mary gives her
the reply called the BCagnificat, found in the opening words
of Luke 1:46-55: "{Ay soul doth magnify the Lord, And my
spirit hath rejoiced in God my Saviour."
After the Last Supper, the accounts in Matthew and
Mark say, «And when they had sung an hyimi, they went out
into the Mount of Olives." This is the first account of
singing in an assembly of Christians, and the hymn is
supposed to have been taken from Psalms CXIII to CXVIII,
the first two before the Supper and the last four after
the Supper.
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On his second missionar3/ trip, Paul and his corapanion
Silas were put in prison after first ha\ring been brutally-
beaten. Although their feet were put in stocks to prevent
their escape, the account reads ixx Acts 6:25: "And at
itildnlght Paul and Silas prayed and sang praises unto God:
and the prisoners heard them."
As for congregational singing, Paul speaks of it in
Ephesians 5:19. He v«as against the idea of woiaen taking
part in the church service, but it was interpreted to mean
Instructing or exhorting, so that both sexes took part.
Thus it is safe to say that fnusic was an inter,; ral
part of the worship of the period preceding and succeeding
the birth of Christ. The New Testament was dependent upon
the material from the Old Testament and so the two are
quite naturally iinlted and inter-related.
-8~
Chapter III
Church Music Through the First Twelve Centuries
Since no instruments were allowed in the church, the
art of choral music had the monopoly for fifteen hundred
years after the beginning of Christianity. Choral rousic
was perfected in this period, but it is rather difficult
to trace the actual evidence since there was no accurate
notation until the eleventh century.
St. Basil, died in 27a A.D., speaks of the beauty
and power of praise through congregational singing which
included men, women, and children. From this singing in
the church service came hope and renewed faith, so tloat
martyrs went to their death, singing. Thus we can see
that, from the very first, hyimi singing was an integral
part of the Christian worship. Pliny the Younger, in a
letter in Book X to Emperor Trajan, tells of the singing
Christians who were tortured into the denial that they
were Christians. The wrong which they had cominitted was
meeting on certain days, before the dawn, and singing to
Christ, eating together, and swearing to refrain from sinful
things, among them being cheating. Following the worship
period, they had only an ordinary meal. St. Augustine, In
"Confessions," tells of congregational singing at Milan,
when the people were being driven from their homes. They
said that they were ready to die with their bishop, and,
according to the Eastern custom, they were ordered to sing
hymns and psalms to keep up their strength and faith.
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Because of these and other persecutions by Nero,
about 64 A.D., and Diocletian, about 503 A.D. , the proponents
of sacred music were obliged to cover up rauch of their arts,
and thus we have lost much of their records. However, it
is known that it was unaccompanied vocal music* with anti-
phonal chanting of the psalms much as it was in the old
synagogues. Their hymns, while crude, nevertheless con-
tained the seed of the later music. The words were the
important part, and the music was merely a kind of by-product.
In the Greek church, the people learned some standard hymn
by heart, and this rhythm was the standard for others in
the same rhythm, Rome was sincerely interested in sacred
music, but the material was largely Greek and Hebrew In
origin, even to the chorus performers who were Greek,
Congregational singing continued to be popular,
especially after Emperor Constantine made Christianity the
state religion, and with the increase in the numbers of
the congregations came a more elaborate service. In the
fourth century, hyrnn singing was a popular means of
increasing membership. The only music knov.ia by St. Ambrose
and his contemporaries was Greek music, and the hymns of
St. Ambrose were to be sung by the whole congregation,
antiphonally. "It is said that once, when St. Ambrose at
Milan kept all the people in the church for days to prevent
the Emperor, who was a heretic, from using it, he taught
them to sing antiphonally, i.e. in two choirs—community
» No instruments were allowed because they were thought
to be sensous.
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singing,"^ Departing briefly from the subject we find that
the church frowned upon folic dances and folk songs as being
improper, and also because she did not know very much about
them.
In 367, the Council of Laodicea forbade any but
appointed singers to participate in the church service so
that there might be uniformity in the music of the ritual.
In order to supply these choirs, singing schools were
established so that the voices might be better perfected.
These schools, however, became so elaborate that there
arose the danger of secularizing the sacred music and
making the church a concert room, St. Axabrose, also,
through the introduction of a doable chorus among the
congregation, aided the tendency toward secularization
through the participation of the laity. Pope Gregory,
because he opposed this tendency, did much in the reorg-
anization of the singing school, and prohibited the priest
and the deacons from performing the various musical func-
tions of the church service, giving that task to the
lower ecclesiastical orders.
The great contribution of the first ten centuries
was the Gregorian plain-song, the farthest reaching
achievement of the church toward developing music. Much
work was done in the cloister and cathedrals in the
preservation of sacred music, of which the plain-song
so important a part.
The earliest instruction was from the material in
was
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the Bible, put into verse so that it might be better
remembered. Books v?ere scarce and what ones were available
were copied by hand, Peter Abelard, a scholar and a monk,
who was very responsible for uniting art, music, and
learning with religion, believed that it was wrong for them
to be separated, St. Bernard considered Abelard' s idea
to be all wrong, for he believed that it would destroy
the Christian faith,
Monophonic music '.vhich had prevailed for so long
began to change as the plain-song spread to other countries,
France, Germany, and England, There was little notation
and what there was of it was a kind of shorthand which was
not uniform among all peoples. By the end of the tenth
century, a second voice was added to unison singing and
is explained very naturally by Bekker in his "Story of
Music," He says that western voices, high and low, do
not tend to sing in octaves or in unisons, but approximately
in fifths,'^ It was now necessary that music be more
explicit in indicating pitch and duration of tones, and
this pitch requirement led to the inventing of the staff.
The monks and the church men carriea on the devel-
opment of polyphonic music for nearly three hundred years
and it was their business to supply the daily services of
the church with music. The old plain-songs were still
the tunes vith sometimes a change here and there. Soon
the plain-song and the folk-song were not kept apart.
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and the church and secular musicians borroT/ed from each
other. The monks often took the popular songs and fitted
the masses around them. Sometimes the tune became buried
in the parts and was so disguised that it might take on
more of the dignity of the church.
In France, there was always a close connection between
the folk-song and the church-song. The old heathen songs
which were popular in the early Christian era were of
much trouble to the church, and the Christians were forbid-
den to visit the places where these were sung. Their
church music was in two distinct groups: the plain-
song which was non-rhythmical; and the hymn-music which
was rhythiaical and popular. Secularism began to creep in,
and from the eleventh century on, the popular songs in
the vulgar tongue stood beside the Latin canticles. The
church tried also to adapt certain secular festivals and
customs to Christian purposes.
France also did much in the development of the motet.
a religious piece of music in which are Joined a number
of voices, independent melodically, rhythmically and in
text.* The discant, begun in France, was prominent in
the early part of the twelfth century and became a mania
in the singing schools. It was fine when there were four
who were used to each other, but when a larger chorus took
part, the effect was disasterous. Later, when it was
*""secula^"art music, the song and the dance in particular,
was made better by contact with the church music which
was serious, and was given a new feeling for words, tor
rhythm, and for ideas.
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made more elaborate, there was more of a mix-up than ever,
and thus there iiad to be a better selection of choirs.
It was largely because of the superiority of the Flemish
choristers that the church choirs became artistic insti-
tutions and were really professionally trained. This led
to a growth away from artificiality in composition to-
ward secular music, and it was Palestrina, who v.ill be
spoken of later, who did much to put music back into
the place where it had been as a real part of the church
worship.
Most noteworthy in Germany and her vicinity was
the music from the monastaries, but even the plays and
other contributions from there became secularized. From
Italy came the Ars Nova . "The novelty of the Ars Kova
lay primarily in the intensive saturation of sacred music
with elements of secular origin, in the occasional sub-
ordination of accompanying voices to a leading voice, in
the freer melodic and rhythmical treatment of the parts,
in the frequent use of instruments to accompany the voice.
These changes necessitated in turn a more flexible and
diversified sort of notation. They caxi all be traced to
the invasion of the universal cult form by national
elements, to the liberation of music from the Latin
of the
church and its organic amalgamation with national
languages
-14-
The troubadours and trouveres owe much to the church
and to foLk-song. Their music was a compound of folk-
song for melody and form, and Gregorian chant for declam-
ation and ornament. Church music was still a cappella
Cunaccompanied) , but wandering minstrels kept instrument-
ation alive by using the guitar or lute for accompan-
iment.
Thus we see tiiat music in the religious service
did not wane from the time of the persecutions of the
early Christians through the age of chivalry, when the
wandering minstrels did their bit to aid the growth of
music.
-15-
Chapter IV
The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries
In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the church
dominated what was used but it was also a friend to the
secular song. It preserved much of this which might other-
wise have perished by using the popular themes for the
masses. With part music taking the place of unison singing,
the choir became more secularized. Where it had been
shaped out of liturgical needs and under church overseers,
now it could be under the direction of a layman. Later,
female voices used in mixed choirs made for more
secularization,
Hamilton says that there is evidence that there was
a good bit of activity in the development of counterpoint
in England. He also says that "musical progress was
furthered in the fifteenth century by the building of
organs and the founding of choirs in cathedrals and mon-
asteries, by wide-spread interest in singing, and by the
conferring of musical degrees at Oxford and Cambridge from
1463."^
In the fifteenth century, the Netherlands became more
the center of musical culture than France, although musi-
cians from the Netherlands wandered down to Italy and
also
to southern Germany. Polyphonic music being the
foremost
feature in creating music, Germany and Italy, aided
by these
musicians, entered into creating music of their own.
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In Italy, the music was sponsored chiefly by the
papal choirs of male voices only and it was treated with
much respect. But at the time of Palestrina, the con-
troversy over church music grew. Contrapuntal music
grew so flowery that it came to the place where the words
could not be xmder stood as they were being sung, and the
religious part of it had lost its purpose. That accounts
for the reaction toward a simpler, more churchly type of
music with an opportunity to hear and grasp the reli-
gious text. In 1564, Pope Pius IV appointed a commission
to make a report on the findings of this new type of
music. Palestrina wrote three masses in the new style of
simplicity and thus counterpoint won out, but it was of
a more simple type than it had originally been. Also,
the
commission agreed to banish music based on secular mel-
odies and any foreign words in the text so that music
might be kept simplified. Another man who did much
to
spur on the program of church music was Willaert,
in
Venice.
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Chapter V
Music In the Sixteenth Century
It is noticeable that when religion waned, religious
music waned. It is said that in hymns is registered the
rise and fall of the spiritual condition of the Christian
church. In the sixteenth century, development in England,
Switzerland, and Germany was due, in all instances, to
religious awaicening s
,
In liiigland alone, during mediaeval days, there were
more than five hundred Latin hymns and antiphons for
church seasons and hours, but they were non-intelligible,
as was the mass, and were sung by the choirs and clergy.
Most of the best composers, until the end of the seven-
teenth century, held positions as "gentlemen" of the
choir (singers) and the composers of the material to be
sung by the choirs. The Reformation destroyed most of
the musical centers, but izntil the aeath of Henry VIII,
the chapel and cathedral services were unchanged. When
Edward VI, son of Henry VIII, came on the throne, it was
not for the benefit of the church musicians.
The first English Prayer Book, in 154d, upset the
composers, as it was a change from Latin to English
settings of the music. However, it was merely trans-
lation, simplified, of the old and it was a very difficult
but also very excellent manner of writing. Mertecke
adapted the old plain-song to English words for common use
but did not add harmony. Then the Protestants began to
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clamor for a more simple form of worship since the ritual
music was too elaborate and required too highly trained
musicians. Mertecke met this need because the people
could learn and sing the plain-song of only one melody,
and then he dropped out of the picture.
Latin hymnody had to pass away during the Renaissance,
but not the Christian hymn. "Christianity is a singing
religion sprung out of another singing religion«6 fj-om the
past as it was uttered in the Bible. The rise of the
early church was with singing, and the westward progress
was made with a greater amount of singing.
The puritans did not tolerate anything other than
scriptural in worship, so that the hymns as they were
sung before were in disrepute as having too much of the
rime of personal composition. "It takes more than a wise
and devout poet to make a hymrx; it requires a people to
call forth poetry of any kind."^* Consequently, there
were no great hymns from the Elizabethan age because of a
lack of demand and social inspiration.
The Psalter did much good. By inviting people to
sing psalms in one church, the idea spread to include
other
churches in one city and in neighboring towns, until the
number singing together at St. Paul's has been known
to be
as many as six thousand, according to Bishop Jewel
in 1560.
There were many attempts at translations, but "the
old
version of the Psalms held its place till the end of
the
seventeenth century, never seriously disturbed.
"^^ Calvin
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did not believe in instrumental music in the church because
he thought tiiat there was a dariger in the people listening
to the music rather tiian to the words.* There was a general
barring of the use of the organ in the 1550' s in Eastern
Europe, but there was no objection to its use outside of the
church. In Calvin's ift'ritings, he does admit that instru-
mental music is not to be condemned "so long as it is used
in the fear of God and in the service of the company
of
7a
mankind."
Christopher Tye wrote a rhymed version of the first
fourteen chapters of Acts ^Bible) , using a simple piece
for
one chapter, with each verse as a four-lined stanza
of
poetr>-. This piece being a motet, it was to cover
two
stanzas and was repeated to the ena of the cliapter.
This
idea was not too popular because it changed
to the poly-
phonic style in the middle of the piece, and
still needed a
trained choir to sing it. Congregational singing,
using
Psalms put into verse ana sung to tunes, did
not come in
until a year later.
In Gerraany and elsewhere, short vernacular
hymns
were admittea at an early time to public
worship and
were the earliest congregational hymns,
with one or more
stanzas attached to the refrain. The
best Latin hymns
^ere frequently translated. It was
Luther who introduced
r'ThrCalvInlstir^hu^cherdS from the Lutheran
countenance any of the trappings , ^
music with organ accompaniment. 7
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into the Protestant service congregational singing, a former
custom which had been abandoned by the Catholics. It was
Luther who made the congregation and choir equal in iiapor-
tance and who also used German instead of the proverbial
Latin for better intelligibility. Faced with the problem
of obtaining the means for congregational singing, he
found much to draw from the traditional ecclesiastical
song end from popular hy.7inody. Rather than do much actual
composition, he arranged much of the music.
For a congregational hymn, the Choral, in general
use by 1550-1600, was the peculiar interest of the
Lutheran church. The reformed church members disapproved
of origintil hymns for public vrorship and thus they killed
any progress in inventing. Luther, the first Evangelical
hymnist, had four types of material to work with, and
I shall enumerate each very briefly:
Official Latin Hymnody—Latin hymns with adapted
melodies, many Psalm versions, fcud Para-
phrases of the Holy Scriptures.
Pre-Reformation Popular Hymns—many popular mediaeval
hymns revised -"Verbesserung" or corrected
songs.
Secular Folk-songs—in the fifteenth century, re-
ligious parodies had been made to secular
ditties. The Calvinist church had borrowed
freely on these because of a dearth of
sacred material. The early Lutheran com-
pilers did likev/ise, except that they puri-
fied it by substituting a new text and words
for the rougher, more popularly used ones.
Original Hymns—Luther was pre-eminent in evangelical
hymiody, writing between the years 152? and
154S. Although he had more to do with
adaptations of hy.mn settings than he did
original compositions, he fully realized the
emphasis of music in religion and stressed
the fact that musicians write for the church.
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The l^mns were first sxing in linison and later in simple
harmony with the tenor having the melody and the congre-
gation as well as the choir on the other parts. Later the
melody was given to the soprano. Luther's reforms laid
a new foundation for musical culture in northern Germany.
Music was still thought of as polyphonic, but in tho intro-
duction of congregational singing, spiritual folk-tunes
were adapted into the Protestant chorale so that homophony
increased. "This German music had its roots in the hearts
of the people, and was the expression of true emotion,
while the Italian clairch music, although more artistic
and elaborate was rather the product of skill and genius.
The one was a spontaneous growth, the other more or less
artificial." Some secular tunes were used, but the
words were substituted for sacred ones, so that the style
of the secular song then used was dignified and appropri-
ate to be brought into church use. The more elaborate
music was for the choir with a solo usually by the tenor,
accompanied by a flowery Kind of counterpoint. Thus
it is seen that Luther re-established sacred song very
definitely and liberated praise. "The truth was carried
into every corner of the country on the wings of praise,
until whole villages resounded with hymns at the time of
-8a
morning and evening family worship."
Much time has been spent on the period of the Refor-
mation, but it must be remembered that this is very impor-
tant as it marked the turning point in the life of church
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tausic. Now, what was the result of Luther's work? In the
second and third quarters of the sixteenth century, more
than two hundred books were set forth containing rugged,
objective hymns of Reformation and set, for the most part,
to as good tunes. The melodies were, however, less rapid
in growth than the hymns. It must be remembered as well
that congregational singing was not an immediate substi-
tute for professional singing, but the barriers were
really let down before the end of the century. Then the
discant was substituted for the tenor melody and so
counterpoint was begun.
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Chapter VI
Seventeenth Century Music
CNot including Amferica)
In the seventeenth century the musical interests in
Germany were still largely ecclesiastical when not in the
hands of the nobility. The organists were in better
churches and there was both vocal and instrumental church
music among the lower classes—the organ serving as a
support which was necessary for good congregational sing-
ing. Therefore, the people had to learn to write church
music so that ordinary people could learn to sing it,
accompanied by the organ. This idea was so much in-
sisted upon by the Lutheran churches that almost all of
the music in use, excepting a few old plain-song hymn
tunes, were thrown out. Chorales were being written,
non-operatic but with a solo voice and chorus, but they
were inferior to the output of music in the sixteenth
century. These chorales, adapted from the old church
times and folk tunes, were very much beloved by the
German Protestants, and the musicians played them on
harpsichords, with variations and other ornamentations.
From this came the a-usic at the end of the seventeenth
century as was later used by Bach. Dietrich Buxtehude,
a composer, used chorales and was responsible very much
for furthering the development of them through his
«Abendmusick"—a choir with the organ and other instruraents-
an example to Bach who came later.
With the development of the cantata which was
either sacred or secular, the sacred ones became
important
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In the regular church worship of the German Protestant
church. Samuel Scheldt, founder of Germany's organ school
which was established upon the basis of the choral, was
and still is regarded as the father of the choral cantata.
The Germans kept the Catholic system of singing the
Passion Story during the Holy Week. Their highest form
of musical celebration, apart from the usual liturgy, was
in their Nativity and Passion plays. The words were
sung in German, however, rather than in Latin. During
the latter part of the century, the country began to
settle down and music became very important, having a
definite place in every town of any importance.
At this same time, in Italy, opera was beginning.
It commenced in Florence and was then taken to Rome and
Venice where church music was still in active existence.
The oratorio grew out of the other forms of secular and
religious music so that opera was not the only form of
music that was popular. It probably came from the biblical
drama which had been developed by the mystery and spir-
itual plays, and, with music added, it became a kind of
opera. Neri, a priest, did much to develop the oratorio,
using the songs at first after his sermon, and later as
a kind of religious, musical drama. Its chief character-
istic is that it has no action and it has a religious
subject. As for the other music of the century, it was
still unaccompanied in the papal chapels, but in
other
places, as in Rome and Venice, organs were used in
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additlon to the choir, and in Venice there were sometimes
solos and duets.
In Spain, France, England and elsewhere, there was
little interest and little progress in religious music.
There were not many sacred composers, and so it was
necessary to use old music or take on nev/ Italian ones.
The gap in English music came soon after 1630 because of
fanaticism from the Puritan reaction and the Civil War,
but it was restored in 1660. However, the interest was
lagging in religion and therefore it is not to be wondered
that the power of the sacred music was not too great.
The English objected to elaborate church music.
Percy Scholes says that the reason that anything but
psalms was omitted when the Puritans left Old England
and came to America was "not that he -(The Puritan)- loved
Art less, but Religion more."'^^ Organs were abandoned
in the middle of the sixteenth century as being idolatrous
for one thing, but probably mostly because they had too
many flourishings and also because they were not mentioned
in the Bible in the Old Testament. By 1634, however, there
were quite a considerable number of organs in the parish
churches, but the organists' position was dangerous. For
a century they had been among the abuses of the church.
In 1642, during the Civil War, organ destruction was begun
by the Puritan soldiers not so much for the sake of
religion as of pure destruction.
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The Puritans thought that the organ was secular and
held no meeting-house sacred, considering meeting in one
house as good as meeting in another. It is interesting
that Evelyn said in his Diary "August, 1641" that the organ
so much under debate as a devilish instrument was used
for voluntaries and not in the actual worship service.
It is probable that the suppression of organs gave rise
to the development of concert life in England. In the
parish house in Sheffield, there was an organ for a
century and a half, but it was removed about 1650. At
the time of the Restoration it was not replaced and the
church was without an organ until 1805. It did have
quite a bit of orchestral accompaniment, however.
Prose psalms to the Anglican chant, after the
Reformation, were sung antiphonally by the two sides of
the choir in the cathedrals. In places where there were
no choirs, the psalms were read antiphonally by the
Parish clerk and the people. Also, use of psaLn singing
in the ordinary social life was very popular.
Other than Psalm and Scripture versions, there were
few hymns as such until the eighteenth century. In most
of the English churches the singing was unaccompanied
as
was the case at first in the New England churches.
Tune
books were rarely needed because the one line melodies
were easily handed down by mouth.
Parish clerks were important as they had to be able
to sing the tunes used in the church service.
"It is
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intere sting to note that the Constitutions and Canons
Ecclesiastical of the church of England which were
amended as late as 1922, still retain a proviso that a
clerk sliall be sufficient for his reading, writing, and
also for his competent skill in singing, if it may be.«'^°
The lining-out, (learning line by line), was merely a
temporary gesture as the people were hopeful of a better
means later.
The return of Charles II from exile brought the
reopening of the Chapel Royal services and the choir was
given over to the direction of Captain Cook. Charles
tried to obtain a new stimulus by sending one of the
choristers to France to study under Lully. The music
made use of runs and rhythmical tmies and was often
jerky. The anthems were broken up, not remaining in
one mood for very long. The old restraint and solemnity
of the church music seemed to give way to a kind which
could express much more than the old, but it did not
appear to be always in the proper mood.
The Psalter of the church of Geneva was brought
over to Scotland and was officially sanctioned in 1564.
This held uritil 1650 when there was a new version called
the Metrical Version of the Church of Scotland. The
tunes, some of them by Palestrina, ^vhich were carried
down by mouth often saved the verses which were merely
doggerel. The music of the church sadly declined after
that since there were no tunes printed in this new
version.
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Besides the Psalms there were many popular ballads
adopted at the time of the Reformation. The improvement
move began in Aberdeenshire with "systematic instruction
given in the practise of Church Psalmody."® Although the
organs v/ere removed from the churches and were not rein-
stated until the nineteenth century, they were to be sold
but not destroyed, and the money was to be given to the
poor
.
Interest was shown in Scriptural Paraphrasing. At
first there was much disapproval, then permission was
given for its use in private, and finally temporary approval
was granted by the Assembly of 1781, while a committee was
appointed to look, into the matter. This committee never
gave a report and these Paraphrases are still in good use.
In the leyO's there was no sacred song in some of
the congregations. What there were of hymns in South-
ampton were jawbreakers, and Isaac Watts, upon complaining
of this same and beiiig told to do better, took up the
challenge. Isaac Watts was a great hymn writer and the
poet Montgomery has called him the "inventor of hymns
in our language,"
Thus, during the Evangelical Reform, there was an
outburst of religious singing, both in the meetings and
as the people went through the streets to their homes.
During the Religious Revival in England by the Methodists,
the leaders of the movement were George Whitefield,
Charles
and John Wesley. Whitefield was the greatest preacher
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of the period, Charles was the chief writer of the stirring
hymns, and John was both teacher and writer and was the
most fa-aous of the three leaders.
John Wesley says in "Thoughts on the Power of Music,"
concerning several sentences in the various parts of the
music all going at the same time—"And to complete the
raatter, this astonishing Jargon has found a place even
in the worship of God I It runs tlirough '0 pity I shame I
the greatest part even of our Church liusicl It is fo^ond
even in the finest of our Aiithems, and in the iaost solemn
part of our public vorsliip.
"'''^ He was not, however,
opposed to organ music and apparently gained much pleasure
from it. Charles Wesley was in full approval of
music.
Law, who wrote "Serious Call to a Serious and Devout
Life,"
thought that everyone should be taught to sing well
enough
to sing psalms in private devotion at least, but
he was
against too elaborate music of any kind. William
Cowper
held music to be lawful in moderation and in
the right
place, for he felt that music must help the
soul in the
worship of God.
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Chapter VII
The Eighteenth Century
The seventeenth century was really one of transition,
and now, in the eighteenth century, the work of carrying
on the culture of music was left to such men as Bach,
Beethoven, Handel, Haydn, and Mozart.
The credit of harmonic composition belongs to Germany.
Musical culture like everything else waves from universal
to national to common unity, but the unity of the spir-
itual side in the Middle Ages was through the church. Now,
in the eighteenth century, the unit was ethical more than
religious . H. C. Colles says that "the spiritual ideal
is now based on the moral consciousness of the individual
and appears in its highest form in the idea of the world
citizenship of the great community of man.""^^ Isn't this
a bit of social action?
Bach is known principally as an instrumentalist,
composing for both organ and what is now known as our
piano. Mendelssohn gave his first performance of St.
Matthew's Passion nearly one hundred years afterwards, and
after another standstill, bjr degrees the other choral and
instrumental works came into full appreciation. Opinions
fluctuated as to the interpretation of Bach's works. He
was considered first as a contrapuntist, then as a romanti-
cist, then as an emotionalist, then as a servant of
the
church, a kind of Protestant Palestrina who also wrote
secular music, later as a romantic poet, and finally,
as we
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see him today, as a greater builder of musical form.
Among other things. Bach wrote five complete sets of
cantatas for every Sunday in the year, but only two himdred
of these have been preserved. The greater part of his mu-
sic was for the church service and was of an official nature,
A Protestant organist, he wrote for the Catholic church
and for his own needs. All of his writing was done, one
after the other, as though necessary as a part of himself.
He expressed his religious feeling only where the church
was the center of community life. The scriptural settings
gave emotional expression both in the words ^and music, and
the weaving of the vocal parts was as though it were
instrumental. Thus it would seem that his choral and
organ works, so mixed together had of necessity to be
connected for the service of God and for the most brilliance.
Bach carried out the example set by Buxtehude in the seven-
teenth century in the use of chorales, ana it is of interest
that he made improvisations on the chorales and that the
people failed to understand them. He also made long and
elaborate preludes before the hymns and the congregation was
dissatisfied because it wanted a commonplace organist.
His "Magnificat" for Christmas is practically a
church cantata of the German type, except that Latin words
are used. He wrote several masses and parts of them were
sometimes performed in the Lutheran churches of Leipzig,
but his great "Mass in B Minor" was written on a scale
that is far beyond the bounds of any church services.
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Catholic or Protestant. It was written at various intervals
and it is probable that it represented to Bach an ideal of
musical worship which he never expected to be achieved in
any church. It is said of him that his "sole end of music
was the 'worship of God, and pleasant recreation;' and
his genius was chiefly devoted to the first of the two
purposes."
Handel, also of the eighteenth century, was inter-
ested primarily in vocal music. With both Bach and Handel,
the bass was the guiding power, for it was the foundation
upon which the other voices were built. The swing has
gone in the other direction now so that the upper voices
are the leaders. "He saw before him the scene which the
subject represented; he felt all the sensations which
the events of the story would produce upon the minds of the
people concerned in it, and his aim was to make his music
convey the scene, the events, and the feelings of the
people to the audience so that they might share them too.."
This is shown by "his famous exclamation about the
Hallelujah chorus, ! did think I did see Heaven opened
lOfii
and the great God himself.'"
Haydn was of the transitional period, that of im-
provisation or composing upon the inspiration of the
moment at hand. He wrote symphonies and string
quartets
principally, but he wrote the two great oratories
"Creation"
and "Seasons" and also quite a bit of church music.
He
felt the "Creation" to have been created, as it
were, by
a religious idea, but what has made it live has
been the
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richness of the music itself, and there is really little
appeal to the religious sense.
Mozart was a religious man, but he was a skeptic
regarding the church doctrines. He wrote instrumental
music of all kinds and for the voice, among these being
religious masses. He had an inner quality in the vocal
music, that of a rich feeling for modulation.
Among the Polish Jews of the eighteenth century was
the doctrine of Chassidism,—redemption in devotion and
holiness rather than in great learning. It was a Joyous
religion and showed outwardly in the form of ecstasy,
song, and dance.
The men who were prominent in the era Just dis-
cussed were important for their contributions at the
time. However, they are still important and in their
own rights, because we of today set our highest musical
standards on the basis of what these men did and still c
to us.
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Chapter VIII
The Nineteenth Century
In the early nineteenth century, the musical part of
the church service was not too wonderful, A violinist or
two, a flautist or bass-viol in the gallery and a clerk
In the three-decker pulpit led the singing, and some-
times there was a barrel-organ which played two or three
tunes. There was no ancient or modern hymn book. Even
though the Wesleys had some fine tunes, the words were
very poor. The period was one of romanticism and man
was "vile", but personal salvation and missionary zeal
prevailed.
However, during the persecution by the Ritualists,
the service was in the following manner (as for example
in St, George' s-in-the-East, London): there were regular
interruptions, among which "songs were roared out during
the sermon and lessons,
"'^^ The songs were not mentioned
but the imagination can readily supply that information.
The early part of the nineteenth century, according to
Bekker, was irreligious and secular, and the church
music was secular and was of no particular Interest.
Music was chiefly for the opera house and concert hall.
In the letter part of the century, religious longings
were
common to all of the romanticists quite vividly. Anton
Bruckner, a devout Catholic as was Liszt but more worldly
than the naive Liszt, used his imagination In creating
symphonies and religious works. He leaned toward a
new
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type of cult music (religious) having ti universal appeal,
for it expressed a popular feeling and a religious faith
which is naive and very calm and soothing for us all today.
Bach and the Chorale had suffered disrepute in the
Rationalism of the eighteenth century, but the Romantic
Revival of the nineteenth century re-established them.
Through Julius August Philippe Spitta, author of "Psalter
and Harfe," Evangelical hyranody recovered the spirit
which had been deprived of it by the period of Ration-
alism. Bishop Heber, also, wanted to create a book of
hymns to go with the Book of Cormnon Prayer which would
be practical, inspirational and high in literary quality.
The opening of the century saw a great many hymns
and hymn collections, too many for the good of the hymn.
The hymns sung were chiefly metrical versions of the
Psalms sung to "over-stuffed" tunes, often more ridiculous
than religious. The little singing that there was in the
town churches was confined to the hovels of the charity
children as they were seated by the organ. Naturally a
reform was necessary and Dr. Gauntlett, a prolific
tune writer, did much to raise the metrical music of
public worship to a high rank. Samuel Sebastian Wesley,
son of Samuel and grand-nephew of Rev. Jo\m Wesley,
spent his life in the pursuit of church music. Under
the vicar. Dr. Hook, he was able to put into the parish
church a choral service which marked the beginning of
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the revival of music in the parish churches. His church
music retained the dignity of the older cathedral music,
but it was free from any archaic prose. Essentially, his
music was the product of the English Bible and the English
Book of Common Prayer.
Henry Smart, an excellent organist and v/rlter of
fine organ music, advocated unison singing for the con-
gregation, and also singing from memory. He considered
singers much more reliable when they Mjere not hampered
with copies of music in their hands. Dr. Edward Joto
Hopkins used a boy choir which practised every afternoon
in the week for the Sunday service, for he icnew how music
affects the emotions of the worshipper. He thought that
the organ should be the background in accompaniment and
was anxious that the words and music be so close that
they would have to overlap. Even though one might not
hear all of the words, the music would tell what they
were. Rev. J. B. Dykes, minister and writer, advocated
congregational singing and even urged it in Ms sermons.
William Henry Monk did much tov-ard congregational singing
rather than laying emphasis on choir singing. The organ
was only to aid in worship, not for public recital.
Sir John Stainer, founder of the Philharmonic Society
and reviewer of the Choral Society, both of Oxford,
did
much to reform music at St. Paul's so that it
was made
beautiful instead of dull and ugly as of old.
Sir Arthur
Sullivan was a writer of excellence and his
church music
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vifas and still is as popular as his secular music. I^r,
Joseph Baraby, and organist ana choral leader, was a
hymn, writer as T;ell, aad insistea upon ^ood enunciation
of the words being sung. Rev. Horatius Bonar v-as also
a great hymn writer, but, oddly enough, his ov,-n congre-
gation sang no hyuins but only the Metrical PsaLus,
while the rest of the Christians of the world were eagerly
singing his hyajis. It was only a short tirae before the
source of this inforiaation was written, in 1389, that his
people did begin to sing hyiiins.
Thus there was a growing interest in hym writing,
that is the poetry of the Yv/mi and the singing. Of course
there still were the silly ones, but there were also the
good faith l^rcans and the like v-hich would be everlasting.
This interest in hyninody was led by the Relief Church,
one of the seceding churches of Scotland anJ. was for the
purpose of enriching the Psaliaody. Although the church
was seceded, not hesitatingly was there authorized a
Collection of Hyims by the Assembly in 1661, In England,
in loGi, it was aiade possible to produce a large and
popular edition of hymns in the foriii of "Hyrans Ancient and
Modern," edited by Sir Henry William Baker. Where some
of our aost famous hyLons had been unknoi^n before the Anglo
Catholic Revival, in the I3d9 edition there were G37
hyiJUis, about 320 of which are directly traceable to the
Revival and many are popular auiong Christians of all
creeds.
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Matthew Arnold who was not much in sympathy fiith
John Henry IJevvm&n's teachings said this of the latter*
s
"Lead, Kindly Light:" 'V^ho could resist the charra of that
spiritual apparition, glidixig in the dim afternoon light
of the aisles of St. Mary's, rising in the pulpit and then
in the most entrancing of voices breaking the silence
with thoughts and words which were a religious music -
subtle, sweet and mournful. Happy the man who in that
susceptible season of youth hears such voices. They
are a possession to hiJi forever.'
Gradually, in Scotland, the rise of in strumental
rausic caae on, and there was now a liberty in using lausic
in public worship. While this has not always been as
wise as it might have been, it iias been good in ideal.
There has been and still is much importance attached to
congregational singing for worship and the preciousness
of Scottish Psalm tuixes for general use.
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Chapter IX
Music In America
In the early days amsic for its oto sake was not
tolerated. It was only to aid the worship and that only
after much discussion and debate. There v.-ere no new
composers for alaost one hundred and fifty years after
the landing of the Pilgriras, ana the maJting of a new
tune was considered to be "vain and v.-orldly." Since only
a Siaall repertoire was brought over with the Pilgrims and
Puritaiis, it is not a very interesting age to the music
lover.
Metrical Psalmody was the only music in New England
for over one hundreu years and that belonged to the six-
teenth century. The Psaliiis were sung in aieter so that
they could be learned easily by the congregation. "Old
Hundredth," named from Psalm 100 and now generally iaiovsn
as the Doxology, is the only tune fanilier to the modern
church goer, and it can be traced to 1551.
An examination of soae oi the old Psalters will
tell the early history of music in Aiuerica. The first
one appeared in 16lii and was by Henry Ainsworth. It was
named for hiia and was written for the Separatists who
had fled frora England to Holland, and it was brought
over to America with the Pilgrims. In 1G50, v.hen the
Puritans had conie to settle in Massachusetts Bay, there
Y/as the Stornholu and Hopkins Psalter, a metrical
Psalraody such a3 the one spoken of above. The Bay Psalm
Book appeared in 1640 in Cambridge, This was particularly
Important becaUv«5e it was the second book to be printed
in North America, the first being only an aliaanae. It
was used for over a century in the New England churches.
In the early editions there was no music given, the
worshippers singing from memory, and finally the tunes
became almost extinct because they were forgotten. Each
congregation altered the tunes and thus, when all were
together, it sounded like "bedlaui let loose." Hot all
of the early Bostonians favored singing even of psaLus,
and one minister, Rev. John Cotton, in 1G47, wrote e
treatise on the idea. Some said that the tunes were
not inspired by God and that God did not like the work
of sinful man. Therefore the Bay Psalm Book aimed to
give a aore literal rendering of the Scriptures. Since
there was no music, it gave rise to lining out of the
Psalms by the appointed member of the congregation. The
Elder set the tune, singing the tune line by line, and
the congregation repeating it after him, but the results
were not always too good, especially if the Elder had
no ear for music. Also, there was much confusion of
tunes and how they should be sung. Probably this is
what brought congregational singing to its very poor
condition at the beginning of the eighteenth century.
The edition of the Bay Psalm Book in 1690 had
twelve tunes, the first attempts at music. There
were
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many errors, the tunes were poorly printed and there ^ere
no bars except for the lines of poetry. There was there-
fore not much chance for secular music. There was practi-
cally no instrumental music since organs did not appear
until the next century and then only under opposition.
In 1675, one state had a law permitting no instruments
except the drum, trumpet, and Jewsharp,
It was a time of witchcraft and superstition mingled
with religious fanaticism as was the case, for example,
in Salem in 1692, Thus with pleasure at so high a premium,
church singing sank very low and some more far-sighted
clergymen sought to raise it in the early part of the
eighteenth century, by 1720, Previously, Rev. John Tufts
published
An
Introduction
To the Singing
Of
Psalm Tiines
In a pl&in and easy method
with
A Collection of Tunes
In Three Parts.
The first one was between the years 1714 and 1721, although
Howard says it was 1712, and this title above was in the
one in the Boston Public Library in 1726. It was the
first of its kind in America and was considered by many
as a daring innovation since it was a small book of church
hymns and psalm tunes with instructions for singing by
note. At least eleven editions were printed by 1744, but
it was not a success because it was not permanently
adopted.
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Another parson. Rev. Thomas Syiiimes, was also a
sponsor for better singing. He wrote two sermons and an
essay, arguing in detail against the idea that "reading by
note would lead to the use of instruments," and was against
the "Accusation that it was a scheme to get money. ""^^
In 1721, Rev. Thomas Walter, minister in Roxbury,
published the second book of tunes called "Grounds and
Rules of Music explained: or an introduction to the Art
of Singing by i^ote." It also contained some rules for
tuning the voice, but the instructions were rather vague.
The arrangements in three parts, like those of Tufts',
were probably copied from John Playford's "Whole Book of
Psalms." This book had several editions and was important
in the restoration of better singing. Although it had
quite a bit of opposition also. Tufts' book was the opening
wedge for the new way and the ideas were shortly adopted.
So the clergymen finally won. Singing societies were
gradually begun in ilew England and some of the churches
allowed the first seats of the gallery for the best singers,
a direct step to church choirs. It was troublesome to
many pastors because the singers felt their importance so
much. Some of them would not give up lining-out of the
psalms and they had to be sung down by the congregation.
The American edition of Williaifi Tan'sur's "A
Complete Melody in Three Parts," Issued in Newburyport
in 1755, was the authority for many of our early composers.
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In 1764, Josiah Flagg of Boston published "A Collection of
the Best Ps&lm Tunes," most of which had never been printed
before in America. Flagg was also the organizer and
trainer of a military band, now establishing the fact that
secular music had crept in to stay, in the lives of Mew
Englanders. Later Faneuil Hall was used for musical
concerts, and by 1754, Boston had a Concert Hall for
music by the Masters.
Moving out of New England, we progress to New York
and Philadelphia and the more southern colonies. In 1694,
a German band of pietists led by Johann jfLelpius settled
beside Wissahickon River, eight miles from Philadelphia.
These settlers sang hymns, accompanying themselves with
instruments which they had brought with them to this
country. In 1700, they were asked to act as choristers
and furnish music on their instruments at the dedication
of the Swedish "Gloria Dei" church near Philadelphia, It
is probable that tliis church was the first one in America
to have an organ, in 1705. "If it should be disproved
that Johann Kelpius brought with him the organ that was
used in the "Gloria Dei" church, the Episcopal church at
Port Royal, Virginia, has the distinction of owning the
first pipe organ brought to tliis country from Europe
(1700)."^"^® At the ordination of the minister, there
was also music upon the viol, haut-boy, trumpets and
kettle-drums. Falckner, the minister, was the first
German minister ordained in this country. He is the
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author of several hymns, and T.Tote to ask for help in his
church. He thought that music could help much in the
service and that instrumental iUusic was of great value.*
Conrad Beissel, who was v.ith the Epl:irata Cloister
early in the century ^eighteenth) is said to have been
the first musical composer in America, In the sister-
hood, hymns and chorales were sung in four, five, six,
and even seven parts while the congregations were still
singing in unison. Franklin published the first edition
of the Ephrata hymnal in 1730, with over one thousand
of them purported to be by Beissel. The Quakers, of
course, opposed all kinds of music.
In 175?., William Tuckey, an Englishman, came to
New York. He was appointed clerk of the Trinity Church
at the salary of twenty-five pounds a year. He convinced
the vestry that music should be taught to the charity
children and in 175a, a Charity School was set up. He
developed a choir to sing in the church services and
it soon was famous even out of Wew York. In 1762, he
went even further and advertised for volunteers for a
chorus. He wrote anthems and collected psalms as well
as playing the organ. He worked very hard to have regular
choral singing in America and he obtained some results.
In the latter part of the century. New England was
more relaxed to music. However, some of the clergymen
*~ He thought that the organ was good and acceptable
God,
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v/ere afraid that it might go to the extre.ae as there was
some of it which was little suited to the church service.
Of the several composers, only three will be mentioned
here as being of real significance*
ftilliara Billings was a tanner who gave up his busi-
ness to become the first American composer to make i2iusic
his profession. He claimed God for New England, para-
phrased the Scriptures, and even changed the locale of some
Of the Psalms, Although his music has died, these items
have not
J
1. He formed singing societies and choirs.
2. He used a pitch pipe to do away with faulty
pitching s in church.
3. He used the violincello daringly in church,
4. He established the "Stoughton Musical Society"
in Massachusetts in 1736, the nor; oldest
singing society in America.
5. He really established a definite interest in
music in America even though it was crude.
A conteiiporary of Billings was Andrew Law, one of our
first writers on music. He made several collections and
tried several ideas, some of them new at least in America;
1. He tried setting the melody in the soprano
rather than in the tenor (borrowed from English
arrangers)
.
2. He tried putting notes rather than "character"
notes in compositions, with various size heads
to show the scale relation.
A little later came Oliver Holden who produced "Coronation"
set to the words "All Hail the Power of Jesus' l^ame,"
The significance of this work lies in its long life.
One of the first composers was Francis Hopkinson
who was an organist as well. In 1770, he was appointed
organist to fill the vacancy in Christ Church, Phila-
delphia, He knew the best of the psalmodists and taught
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slnging to the children of the church. Janes Lyon of New
Jersey, a Presbyterian minister, was a close second to
being the first composer. He was a musician and a
scholar and was interested in the development of church
music.
There were several writers among the Post-Revolu-
tionary imigrants in New York and Philadelphia. Raynor
Taylor, an organist, has three anthems in the New York
Public Library which were published in England before
he came to America. He was horever more of a secular
writer and performer. Benjamin Carter, an Englishiaan,
who came to Philadelphia, left three manuscript books,
one of which is sacred and is in New York Public Library.
Also, among other things, he had a collection of masses,
litanies, motets, hymns and anthems. Andrew Adgate, a
Philadelphian, founded in 1784 the "Institution for the
Encouragement of Church Music." He left after his death,
among other things, "Select Psalms and Ifymns" U7B7) and
"Selection of Sacred Harmony" (1788). "The early New
Englanders would admit her Uusic) only to their churches
and then only upon pledge of what they considered the
utmost decorum. Philadelphians loved her, but the Quakers
would iiave none of her themselves, and tried to interfere
in her friendship with their broader minded neighbors.
"^^^
The nineteenth century saw the turn of the nation
with the aid of both foreign and native artists.
Johann
Christian Gottlieb Graupner, an oboist, started the
Phil-
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harmonic Society, the greatest contribution to the future
music of Boston, With Thomas Sraith Webb and Asa Peabody,
he signed an invitation in ilarcb, 1315, for a .neeting to
consider the formation of a society for the iraprovement of
the performance of sacred music and the introduction of
the works of Handel. This was the beginning of the
"Handel and Haydn Society" of Boston, next to the oldest
musical society in the United States, These men set a
standard wtiich led to the formation of other similar
organizations tliroughout the country. Oliver Sliaw, blind
at twenty-one or two, was an orgaixist and teacher and he
gathered a group of musicians together in Providence in
ia09 to found the Psaltonian Society. This society was
to improve the knowledge and performarxce of sacred music
and it lasted until 1852. He composed hymns almost entirely
and compiled a collection of sacred music.
These native composers were turning back to the more
stately type of music. The singing schools had helped to
form singers who could at least road correctly and better
the church service. The men who cane now had a chance to
study abroad and became more grounded in music, and thus
there sprang up the hymnody of the Protestant church as
revealed in two types. The one was stately, as seen in the
work of Lowell Mason, and the other was the gospel hymn
from the revivals. Mason was among the first to say that
each child li&d a right to elementary musical instruction
at public expense and was also the first to preach
for music
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for the masses. George K. Jackson, an organist, was very
much responsible for Lowell Mason's start, for he recommended
that the "Handel and Haydn Society" publish a manuscript of
Mason's first hymn and anthem collections.
Thomas Hastings, a very pious man, believed that
music was to exemplify the gospel and its teachings, but it
was still to be in the background. He was not concerned with
a beautiful church service as was Mason, He wrote the words
to many hymns and composed many tunes, publishing many of
them xinder foreign titles to create an impression. George
James Webb helped Mason by taking charge of the secular
department of the Boston Academy of Music. Only one of his
compositions, "Stand Up, Stand Up for Jesus," has endured
and it was secular at first. He wrote many collections of
sacred music, some of which were in collaboration with
Mason. William Batcheldor Bradbury was another contemporary
of Mason and did much work with children through the music
of the Sunday School.
In the Episcopal church came the "quartet school,"
»a style of secular and semi-profane music. '^a Choirs of
four solo voices sang, using at first the simple psalm
tunes and chants. Then came the desire to render solos
and this school of quartet music turned out weak and
silly ditties by its musicians to catch the ignorant
and to give the soloists a chance to display their voices.
With the Oxford movement in 1833 in England came a general
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rebirth of church life with the use of the ceremonial in
altar worship, prayer and music. It came to America a
great deal later because of the difficulty of travel and
It was all the effect of the Tractarlan revival.
Use of the surplice in the Episcopal choir was
hostile to the people as being Roman. The idea was
somewhat revolutionized in 1860 when Henry Stephen Cutler,
the organist at Trinity Church, New York, said that it
would not be right for the choir to appear before the Prince
of Wales* in axiything but ecclesiastical attire. Trinity
Church, it niight be said, was to New York what St. Paul's
Cathedral was to London, at least for the first quarter of
the century, and then the other churches began to get back
on their feet. Cutler was followed by Arthur Henry Messiter,
an Englishman, who raised the choir to a high degree of
excellency. The repertoire then grew to include almost all
of the excellent settings and anthems of the day by such
men as Tye, Purcell and Wesley. This laid the proper
foundation and checked the poorer quartet school. In 1886,
there was a revival of the Episcopal choir which was now a
vested male choir, and there was much activity in the
large cities in the advancement of choir music. The boy
choir really established itself in spite of the fact that
so many were unsympathetic about bothering v^ith boys and
preferred solo singers.
Dudley Buck was a pioneer in the larger forms of
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choral writing. He helped to develop church literature
and influenced music of the choir through the mixed quartet,
for example. He was careful to choose his text and was
versatile in the treatment of it. In 1877, he wrote
"Illustrations in Choir Accompaniment with Hints in
Registration" which was a great help to the organists and
choir directors. He wrote many cantatas, the short ones
about prophecy, birth, death and resurrection and ascension
of Christ having been most useful. He was constantly
trying to raise the standard of music and he succeeded.
He trained the church composers to follow and his pupils
made names for themselves in the musical world. They were
all organists and composers, not entirely of church music
but considerably, because of Buck's influence.
There are too many church composers and organists
who followed Buck to give credit to all of them, and there-
fore only a very few can be more than mentioned. Many
of them were active in the nineteenth century as well as
the twentieth. Harry Rowe Shelley, working in both
centuries, has it said of him that his anthems "are
singable and effective, for he knows his church choirs
from experience. "-^^^ It is said of Raymond Huntington
Woodman, "At the celebration of his fiftieth year as
organist of the First Church (in Brooklyn), the combined
choirs of nine churches came together to do him tribute
by singing his music. Fellow organists came to play
—
William C. Carl, Clarence Dickinson and others; and
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Dr. Noyes, pastor of the church, spoke of his ministry of
music, and his distinguished contribution to the beauty of
11c
public worship."
Sumner Salter was a great church composer and did
much for men's voices through vocal arrangements, responses
and choir services, both devotional and musical. In
passing, it might be noted that he was graduated from
Amherst College in 1877, and was organist from 1905-25 at
Williams College. Clarence Dickinson, who trained with
Guilmant, Vierne and Moszkowski, is professor at Union
Theological Seminary and helped to found the American
Guild of Organists. He has written solos and choruses and
also for the organ. Nicola Aloysius Montani is the org-
anizer of the Society of St. Gregory to promote Gregorian
music in the Catholic church (Roman) and is a composer as
well of masses and motets and a "Stabat Mater."
Other composers of this period are:
Homer Newton Bartlett — organ
Hamilton Crawford MacDougall — organ and choir
Peter Christian Lutkin — church imasic
James Hotchkiss Rogers — cantata ana anthems
George Waring Stebbins — organ and anthems
Charles Whitney Coombs — Aiithems and sacred songs
Walter Henry Hall, Episcopalian — organ, anthems,
canticles and hyiiua tunes
Canon Charles Winfred Douglas, Episcopalian —
specialized in the Gregorian chant,
and wrote canticles and a mass
T. Carl Whitmer — organ, anthems and choruses
Edwin Shippen Barnes ~ organ, anthems and cantatas
Harold Vincent Milligan, Fosdick's organist —
choruses and organ
Eduardo Marzo — masses, vespers and anthems for
the Catholic service
Pietro Yon — masses, motets, and a sonata among
others
The modern music in America and the subject of hymns
in more detail will follow in the next chapters. The new
country opened its musical career with the Metrical
Psalmody and nov; we have come to the point where good
music is considered an essential in the lives of the people,
and the composers have tried to work out that idea in their
works. These men mentioned above are well-knora to the
modern choir leader and are still considered as the com-
posers of the better type of church music.
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Chapter X
Hymns
In the latter nineteenth century, there began a re-
action against secularism in worship, and the growth of
the gospel hymn was concurrent with the sentimental ballad.
Thus there were a number of writers of this kind of hymns
whose intentions were good but the results were not all
that could be asked for. Some of these writers were
Converse, Doane, Fischer, Danks, Rider, Bliss, Main and
Sankey. Ira D. Sankey travelled with Dwight L. Moody
and led the singing of the revival songs while Moody did
the preaching. The teaching was Puritanical in that it
set forth the idea that most of the pleasures were wrong.
It did, perhaps, lessen the drinking, but it also gave
young people the idea that all pleasures even to the
harmless ones were entirely wrong. However, these gospel
songs were useful in the Evangelical churches and Sunday
Schools. They kept emotionalism alive in religion, a
necessity for an emotional people in the latter part of
the century.
Homer Rodeheaver says that it was not written for
the prayer meeting, but as a challenge to outsiders not
interested in church worship or work, and was "simply
as a step from nothing to something." Howard Wade Kimsey
says that the gospel hymns are still much loved and
are
used in some morning services even in place of the
standard church hymnal. "It fills a need for certain
conditions and types, where the standard hymn practically
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fails: the gospel hymn is personal, while the standard
hymn is impersonal and general in type."^'^^
In the twentieth century, however, the gospel hymn
began to fade out. It was to arouse the emotions, but
the feeling was not lasting. Man was no longer considered
"Vile" or at least he was not to be so designated in
church. Good poetry was being recognized and the change
was made from the missionary hymn to the social hymn.
Slaughter and goryness and a too-familiar attitude v-ith
God were left out of the new hymn. They had been sin-
cere in the days of Moody and Sankey, but even then the
ideas were quite emotional.
In 1916, the Episcopal church began a revision of
its hymn books and published the "New Hymnal." The
Hymn Society, in 1922, took up the cause and stimulated
the writing of good poetry and music, and was largely
responsible for the music commissions appointed by several
of the denominational boards. The Central Conference
of American Rabbis issued the Union Hymnal with its
many fine Jewish hymns, but revised it to give more
space to the traditional Jewish music in the old modes.
It emphasized in its hy^ans, peace, social justice and
world brotherhood. The Hymnal for American Youth set a
new standard in its edition in 1919, but its revision
was necessitated by the changing attitudes and tastes.
The American Student Hymnal, for students and older
people is also a good one. It must be remembered that
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that there are differences in ages and in thoughts and
the modern urge is towards dignity and simplicity ex-
pressed in a social gospel. It must be a hymnody of
good poetry, good religion and good music.
The hymn is a poem in a sense that it must have
emotion v;hich is necessary in a poem. The hymn writer
also needs a divine influence. It is an outline of life
according to the people dealing with the various philoso-
phies of life, and the song is the emotion coming forth
as a symbol of praise. America was greeted in 1492 with
a hymn; the Hebrew's greatest artistic perfection was
religious lyrics. Hyrmi singing and chanting is important
in nearly all of the religious services of the church.
The hymn tune is important in the congregational part
of the worship. It makes use of rhythm and the formal
measured line and it is therefore easy to perform and to
memorize. That is the reason for its appeal to the
average layman and it is better adapted for his voice
than the other parts of the service.
In hymns the Church stands universal, no one creed
standing forth, but all creeds together sing and enjoy
the l^mns of each creed. Where prayer has been of no
help, music in the form of the sacred song or hymn possibly
has stepped in. In the hymn is the story of all church
praise, and "in the story of Church praise is the story
of all the great movements which have stirred the Christian
Church. Church praise is the essence of Church History.
"^^
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Chtldren's hymns are as Tital for the yoiing people
as the adult ones are for the older folks. Some of them
have been quite terrible in the awful threats which they
have given, but the most progress of all has been made
in the hymns for children. The good hymns are as quickly
stamped on children's minds as the trivial ones. Some
are written in a language which, as children, they are
able to understand, such as those by Isaac Watts, and
others are such that the children are no longer children
when they imderstand them.
Some hymns are to follow and to sua up what the
preacher has said and sometimes they have been more effec-
tive than the sermon. Some are introspective and they be-
come morbid and unhealthful. Some are sensuous in that
they are bodily emotional rather than really worshipful.
Some are prayer hymns, such as "0 Master, Let lie Walk
With Thee" by Washington Gladden. They are for consecration
and prayer and are apt to be misused.
Then there are those all important hymns of the
Mission field. Cyril Hepher says, "To reach the out-
sider, to touch his heart when he is attracted within the
walls of our churches, to melt, to rouse, to inspire him,
to convey to him the Ufe that thrills through its own
members, to communicate the Passion which is the love of
Christ, the real focus of the Church's fellowship, that
is the 'raison d'etre' of Mission hymns." Later he says,
"The church believes that in music it will find a potent
instrument by which to stir into activity the religious
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aspirations and sympathies dormant in some but existing
in all souls. "^^
In India, the earliest missionaries taught and
published the Psalms which were set to the folk music of
the country—in Punjab. Collections of indigenous naisic
were used in the services and in some of the churches
this type of worship has been adapted (the Christian
serrices). This indigenous music has been used much in
the teaching of the Bible stories and the "Christian
truths" to the children. "The Kirtan method" using the
choir and the orchestra has been efflpl<^ed to dramatize
musically the various parts of the religious books to
help the illiterate. Indigenous music is also used for
the purpose of evangelism. Some of it is to attract
the attention, some of it is as a filler between "speeches,"
and some is as a musical sermon accompanied or reinforced
by choir and orchestra.
There is a need in the educational set-up for more
attention to music. Uore use should be made of the Indian
"lyrical form of liturgy," and more of the evangelists
should be trained in the use of this type of music, besides
the need of real musical ability in the missionaries.
In South Africa, the natives use the folk-song with
the version of the Psalms for words. "But what we need
is a native poet and musician saturated in the best Church
music, who shall yet produce some truly native forms. "^'^
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There are comparatively few musicians on the mission
field, "In musical countries like China and India, music
became an evangelixing agency of the very highest impor-
tance, but is in fact, almost outside of liturgical
worship. To assist a nascent Church to utter its praise
and adoration in song natire to itself is a task of a
9d
musician great In heart and ability."
Whatever the color, the race of the individual or
the creed, for the young or the adults of the older gener-
ation, hymns are the universal language of the religion.
That is enough to speak for their importance
,
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Chapter XI
The Mission of Music
"Generally speaking, countries In which life Is easy,
in which the fruits of the earth ripen without ouch effort,
develop a religion of color and nuislc, of ritual and
ceremony, whereas countries in which Nature Is less
bountiful, where hard work is needed to keep the elements
at bay, develop a plain, austere religion." "The true
mission of all church music is to strengthen and deepen
the influences and emotions of the words sung. To fulfill
its mission it imist have two essential characteristics
—
9e
beauty and expressiveness." In Protestant worship,
singing Ixyans is vital. Luther, it will be remembered,
wrote them as a direct medium of communicating with God.
H. Augustine Smith said in 1935 that congregational
singing was showing signs of weakening because people
find it easier to listen and more sophisticated as well
rather than participate in singing. Attractive conditions,
such as new organs, good choirs and hymns books may help
to restore it, he said, but it will have to be elevated
to a reverent and earnestly tlraughtful mood at all times.
Music Is the side which has been left behind in
the progress of the church although it has advanced more
rapidly of recent years. Carl G. Schmidt has written
an interesting article on the mission of music in the
church, and whereas it is outdated perhaps in some ways,
for it was written in 1914, it nevertheless is sound in
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prlnciple. The idea expressed ia that the best grade of
music can be heard at all times in Europe for only a few
cents and the people want nothing else. In America, we
good prices for our music and our religious music is not
always all that we could hope for. One is ready to pass
Judgment on the effect rendered rather than the quality
of the composition. The church should take every oppor-
tunity, therefore, for "Education and General Refinement."
Church music should receive the careful and thoughtful
consideration of every church goer as well and fortunately
this is being recognised among the better churches. It
is not the money spent but rather how nearly the ideal
is
approached in the service.
There is more group singing in the church, synagogue
and religious school than anywhere else excepting
the day
school, and of course the hymn is most familiar to
every-
one. Music has been deep-rooted in nearly every
form of
religious observance, the dance and the chant being
the
ultimate ends. The outcome of the dance is seen in
part
in the uplifted hands of the minister in the
benediction
or in the reception of the offering.
There are a number of difficulties connected
with
singing in general in the church service.
One of these
is the careless or irreverent attitude which
is often
shown by the congregation and the choir, and
the lack of
interest in this singing on the part of the
musical
director. Such a simple thing as omitting
some of the
verses on the long and tedious hymns might
help this
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situation. Another is the reluctance of the masses to
learn new hymns, eren though the emotional attachment
to the words and music of the older hymns are intell-
ectually and artistically outgrown. Others are: a lack
of musical understanding on the part of the minister;
the high register of the hymns, something which may be
overcome by transposition; the general lack of ability
among the older adults to read music. The children are
taken care of in the schools, but l^ymn singing which was
once a vital part of the home life and which greatly
helped congregational singing is now largely decreasing.
The National Federation of Music Clubs has tried
to stimulate better hymn singing through various contests,
and although its worth is still something under dispute,
at least the idea has spread. Churches can cooperate
by union singing services and choir concerts and festivals
Include at least one or two religious numbers in their
repertoire. This helps to make the choirs raise their
standards of music because many choirs take part, each
working separately and coming together at the end, and
each wants to measure up to the standard which is set.
It is of interest to note that "Saviour, again to
thy dear name we raise," by John Ellerton in 1866 was
written especially for choirs. He was so firm a believer
in church music that he organired an association made up
of choirs in the Midlands in England, and so important
was the resulting festival that a special hymn was made
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to go with the occasion. Here is another opinion, however,
that of Horatorio Parker, responsible for the ttine
"Garden City," who did not believe in congregational sing-
ing because he found it to be inartistic. It is the
business of the church to make music so that it may be
artistic and interesting enough so that the layman will
want to participate in it eren if it is merely in the
congregation.
It must be remembered that the early song which
was the plain-song was based on the free rhythm for
variety as it is in life. Tunes like St. Anne and Old
Hundredth should be in free rhythm, not a strict cut
and dried rhythm and the words should be interpreted also.
The tempo set should accompany the thought of the words.
In regard to the choice of music, where the congre-
gation aids in picking out the music, sometimes it may
be a good idea because the people are sharing and know
what is going on. However, popular taste is not always
a sign of good music. Church music is not an end in itself
but is rather to help spread the value of the worship
period, "In fact, what is wanted of choir music... is
that it should turn the simple facts of melody appreciated
by all alike to higher artistic uses."
A choir is to be considered almost a necessity today
in church worship but there are serious problems to con-
sider with it. Some outstanding ones are what its capacity
is and the available material both in music and members.
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The topic of vested choirs and village choirs is the more
personal note on the problesi. The vested choir lends
much dignity and it was started in 1861 in Trinity Church,
New York, it may be recalled. However, that will not
cover the defects of poor singing. Too often the vol-
unteer choir forgets its responsibility because there is
nothing definite to tie it down to regular attendance
and participation.
The choir is the center of the musical life of the
parish and it acts as the leader for the congregation,
so that it must be properly balanced. It is therefore
necessary to have good leaders and interested members.
There are various organizations which help to better this
situation. The American Guild of Organists and National
Association of Organists, for example, give to their
organists and choir masters artistry and professional
standards. There are some choir schools for children
and junior choirs. Some churches employ Ministers of
Music who spend all of their time in improving church
music, and it is no more expensive than a paid quartet
and an organist. The Westminster Choir School trains
for the organization of junior, high schools and adult
choirs. This training is not the whole thing, of course,
but it is a step toward training the whole church to sing.
The Pius X School under Catholic order trains boys and
those interested in the old plain-song in Latin. It
also trains choirmasters and teachers in a four year
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course, with emphasis on the Gregorian chant and classic
polyphony, a timeless and perfect art. Then there is
the Union Theological School of Music which requires a
college degree or the equivalent to enter and the two year
graduate course will lead to the Master of Sacred Music.
The fact that congregational singing ought to lead in
church worship has been orerlooked. Congregations ought
to practise and be independent, and it is possible that
this will happen through the influence of Just such
schools as were mentioned above.
At one time the bass viol was the only instrument
of accompaniment, and later there were sometimes small
orchestras. The barrel organ was preferred by some and
the pipe organ became finally the accepted church instru-
ment, but not without opposition. Sometimes it was felt
that its use discouraged congregational singing as did the
choir. The organ's message has come into its own now in
leading the choir and congregation and also has a message
of its own to offer alone. It lends to the reverence and
beauty of the service, but it often receives too little
attention even now. Its aim is to create the atmosphere
to the words being sung by the congregation and choir.
Few choirs can cope with orchestral accompaniments
in church, but where it is possible to have them they
are good. They have more possibilities then we realite,
but there is no carry-over from the high school to the
church because there is nothing to hold the interest.
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and orchestras are usually left to the Sunday Schools,
There are, finally, certain fundamental needs of music
in the church. One of them is a more unified service.
More and more stress should be placed on the position of
the Musical Director and the Minister. Then there is the
task of educating the congregation as well as the organ-
ist and the minister. The music in the church budget
needs to have as much and more than many of the other
church departments. An organist, who is usually the
choir master, needs to keep up his religion as well as
the minister and must have the means with which to do it.
As a last need, there is the necessity of music in the
educational and social life of the church. It does not
need to be sacred entirely but in the group meetings, the
use of song, ritual dance or pantooine may be an excellent
means of stimulating the people to better participation
in the church service.
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Chapter XII
What the Various Religions Consider Necessary for the
Perpetuation of Music in the Religious Service
There are many ways In which music has contributed
to better living. Not the least of these is in the var-
ious religions of the day.
In Protestantism in general we have included from
polyphony to harmonic homophony in singing, that is, a
harmonic group of tones which, when sung together, make
a chord of one sound. Catholicism still enjoys poly-
phony with harmony of the voices.
On November 22, 190S, Pope Pius X set forth in
his "Motu proprio" what he cells the guiding principle
of the Catholic church. Sacred music must be fitting
and of the highest form; a truly, holy art which is
universal so that a good impression may be had of it
from all who hear it. The church, he says, recognizes
the progress in the arts and modern music is admitted
with its fine material, but there must be nothing
profane about it.
The composer and singer must never ignore the
wish of the church in the important details. The Gre-
gorian chant in the Vatican edition has been binding
since 1905* and a commission appointed by the ordinary
looks after any other musical performances in order to
have the right music and in the right capacity for the
performers. It must be sacred and not theatrical) the
texts must be rendered as they are in the book so that
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the best possible effect may be secured; the organ Is
permitted, but no other instruments except in special
cases. The organ must be secondary, as an accompani-
ment to the chant, however.
Religious feeling is most naturally expressed by
the voice, for the human heart is the source of song
and devotion. In the Gregorian laodes, the minor in its
lower part "has a hesitatingly, mysterious character"
and this expresses the "modesty and humility of the
worshipper" in the church music. Singing by the people
in the vernacular is not permitted. Pope Pius X thinks
that it is good within bounds. "Naturally, it would be
undesirable to accustom the people to sing rather than
pray, but well-ordered singing by the congregation is
always edifying and devotional."* Hymns in the verna-
cular were widely used in Germany to pull the people away
from pagan songs. This Protestant move reacted upon the
Catholics and even found its way into the "Missa cantata."
Women in the ordinary lay choirs are not prohibited.
However, for solos and the like, it is better to have
boy voices. It is desirous to keep decoration, such as
over-expression of Joy or sorrow, the theatrical or senti-
mental, out of singing as much as possible. The "Motu
proprio" says that schools for church music are to be
fostered to better the church. Pastors are to be
responsible
to the music and the choir must remember the
practise
necessary before singing at the church service.
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As for the orchestra, Wagner said that it was the
first step toward the decaying of the real Catholic Church.
Opera, in 1594, brought the theatrical into the Catholic
serrice and began to dominate the church service. Music
began to be written with orchestral accoapaniment and
regular orchestras were permanently endowed. The church has
never encouraged but has rather tolerated the use of
instruments.
In 1866, the Second Plenary Council of Baltimore ex-
pressed the desire for learning the Gregorian chant in the
parish schools so that the people might learn to sing it
better and be able to Join the clergymen and choirs. In low
mass, congregational singing has remained always to a certain
extent, and it is hoped that the people may be sufficiently
instructed to sing so that they may be an aid to the service.
The Byzantine rite is always sung unaccompanied as
there are no musical instruments in the church. The plain-
chant corresponding to the Catholic chant is used, is
always in unison, and chaxiges in moae in the middle of the
piece, not infrequently. The rather unmelodious sound, by
good choirs, gives a fine effect. "In Russia and lately,
to some extent in the metropolitan church of Athens
they
sing figured music in parts of a very stately and
beautiful
kind. It is probably the most beautiful and suitable
church
music in the world."
The Presbyterians have a worship of extreme simplicity.
It makes use of hymns, prayers and reading from
the Scripturi
I
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in some churches, no instruments are allowed nor are there
any songs except in the Book of Psalms.
The Quakers have no organ in their meeting-place, but
in many places there are pianos. There was no objection
on the part of the early Friends to psalm singing in
private devotion. Formal singing or playing by instrument
was not to be tolerated because there was nothing in the
New Testament concerning it, but that idea has been pretty
much broken down. "Many hymns of Quaker origin are sung
by various Christian bodies, but few or perhaps none of
these were written actually as l^rans by the Quakers,
The Non-conformists have had draw-backs in their
religious music. There has been no tradition from the
cathedral to give definite ideals of attaiixments, but that
may be an asset. UBjay churches use hymns only, and these
are not always the best. Mixed volunteer choirs give
training difficulties and poor organists do not aid the
service. The tradition has been always a plain service
with the preaching first, and the music is ornamental rather
than worshipful. There has been improvement, very slowly
but steadily however. The new hymnals have better tunes,
but they seem to be about a generation behind the Angelican
church, generally speaking. Nevertheless, there is a grow-
ing appreciation of the value of music in the service,
leading to better expression for their higher thoughts.
In the Armenian rite, here in the United States, the
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choir responds to everything but the congregation does not.
The church music of Russia is important in her
national music. There instruments have never been allowed
even to the exclusion of organs in the worship service.
The chanting is done in the Gregorian style. The tsars
have done much to perfect the music in the capital as well
as in those of Scandinavia and Bohemia and the leading
Russian choirs are not to be surpassed, particularly the
St. Petersburg choir.
The standard services and anthems of the best Eng-
lish composers represent the standards of the Episcopal
church. The joining of the congregation in the responsea
is advocated. In the chants, the congregation needs to
be used to participate, and they are really trying to
select chants which may be sung easily. In "A Manual of
English Church Music" by Gardner and Nichelson, published
in 1923, this statement is made:
"A great step forward in the wise ordering of our
services will be made when the selection of Psalms pro-
posed in connection with the Revised Prayer Book can be
generally adopted. "df
Mr. Gardner says that there is a need of singing the same
song for several services until it is learned because of
the lack of musical education among the choir and the
congregation.
Cantatas may well be used at special Episcopal services
as they give the choir a chance to sing and the congregation
an opportunity to hear good music. They are better than the
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ordlnary anthem and if done well they may be a real item
of value In the worship.
The male voice is particularly characteristic of the
Episcopal choir and there has been much written especially
for boys or men. This does not mean that the women's
voices are excluded from participation, however.
England has made religious music her chief musical
interest by means of the Anglican chant and the Handel
and Mendelssohn oratorios. The actual progress has been
very little and has been a more or less going around in
a circle type of progression.
Then there was and is the Negro worship. "Religion
comes then (in the hour of need) as the reverberation of
a great cry of soul; which explains in brief the Negro
spiritual, wliich almost more than any other folk-music
in the world is a great cry of soul whose burden is of age-
old promises of eternal freedom, of feasts of milk and
14
honey, and of the divine glory of a love all-inclusive,"*
The Negro capitalizes upon his own needs and in doing so
he echoes the cry of the world. His music is original
with himself although European and American music has had
its influence as well. "The Negro spiritual,..,,, presents
in an elemental form the solution of one of the great pro-
blems of Christianity; how to evolve a style of music
that will convey a religious spirit through a proper
medium without at the same time suggesting things of the
world, ""^^^ It may be that his music will add a new note
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to ecclesiasticisra just as his secular music has in the
everyday affairs of the world.
The general Protestant religions, such as Congrega-
tionalism, Baptist and Methodism, are quite closely united
in the simplicity of the church worship period. This is
caused from the early Puritan days, although it is of course
much less severe today. It took quite a while to obtain the
vested choir, for example, because people were afraid that
it showed too much of the ritual. Many churches of today
still persist in having poor organists and singers because,
as the case may be of the organist, she loves to play and
would gladly contribute her services for the sake of being
allowed to play. That condition is, of course, becoming
less and less, and it is one which we would do well to rid
ourselves of as quickly as possible. We of today still
want a simple but at the same time dignified service, and
it is necessary to expend a considerable amount of
money
in order to produce that simplicity. While we do not
have
orchestras in these churches, or at least they are not
the
regular established means of accompaniment, we do employ
these services,—organ and stringed instruments. Such
ones
as the horns do not work too favorably in the
church, but
are very useful in out door meeting such as
those held on
Easter Sunday in the early morning, and union meetings
of
other kinds. Processionals are used occasionally
on
particular Sundays for there again they spell too
much of
the ritual for the ordinary use.
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Ch&pter XIII
Summary
In the preceding chapters, I have tried to show what
music has meant in the past and what its place is today.
Music having been defined in the introduction, the first
part of the review was concerned with music in the Pre-
Bible days. In Italy, Egypt, Babylon, Assyria, India,
China and Greece, the common purpose of music in the lives
of the people was an aid to the religious life in the
festivals and the various religious ceremonies.
In the Old Testament, it is discovered that the
Hebrews, more than any other nation were devoted to music
in order to serve religion and they used the Bible as their
main source. Instruments were used for accompaniment only
and the pilgrim songs and instrumental music was almost
indispensable on the various journeys of the people. The
first account of singing in an assembly of Christians was
noted in the hymn at the Last Supper and the importance of
singing praise to God was given in the accounts by Paul.
After the establishment of Christianity in the known
world of the time, many persecutions of the Christians
took place. This only served to improve the congregational
singing as it seemed a source of strength in an hour of
need. The music was largely antiphonal and the great
development of the first ten centuries was the Gregorian
plain-song. The preservation of the music was done in the
monasteries and the notation was very poor, a kind of
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shorthand. By the end of the tenth century, a second voice
was added to the older type of singing in iinison, and the
monks and the charchraen carried on the development of poly-
phonic music for nearly three hundred years. From the
eleventh century on, secularism began to creep in and these
melodies were adapted into the church service. At the time
of the troubadours and the trouveres, the wandering minstrels
kept instriiinentation alive although the music was a cappella.
In the fourteenth centuries, the church dominated
what was used but it was also a friend to the secular song.
Popular music was inculcated into the masses and part
singing was helping to secularize the choirs. Palestrina
was the important writer of the new style of imisic, namely
polyphony, in a more simple and more churchly way, and
secular raelodies and foreign words then began to be banished
to simplify the music.
In the sixteenth century, development in England,
Switzerland and Germany was due in all cases to religious
awakenings. In Englana in the mediaeval days church music
became very elaborate and Merbecke did much to adapt the
old plain-song to English words for common use. After
that only the Scriptural versions for the hymns were used
in worship. Instrumental use, such as the organ was
barred
in Eastern Europe, but there was no objection to its use
outside of the church.
In Germany, short vernacular hymns were admitted
and
Luther did much for congregational singing. It was
he who
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made the congregation and choir equal in importance, and
who also used German instead of the Proverbial Latin for
better intelligibility. The hymns were first sung in
unison and later in simple harmony and homophony increased
in Germany. Any secular music which was introduced was
dignified and appropriate to be brought into the use of
the church.
The seventeenth century in Europe saw a better
treatment of the organists and the development of the
chorale. The cantatas (sacred ones) became important in
the German Protestant churches, and music tiad a definite
place in every town of any importance. The opera and the
oratorio began to develop in Italy, the latter having
a religious subject but no action. Music was generally
unaccompanied, but the organ was used in addition to
the choir in Venice and Rome. There was little progress
or interest in Spain and France, but in England, the lack
was not so much in composers as it was in religious feelings
Organs had been abandoned in the sixteenth century
as being idolotrous in England, but now they were re-est-
ablished. Their destruction was begun again in 1642
during the Civil War. The Puritans thought that the organ
was secular, but they also thought that one special meeting-
place was not sacred. There were few hymns until the
eighteenth century other than the Psalm and Scripture
versions and the music was mostly unaccompanied. After
the return of Charles II, the old restraint of church
music seemed to give way to a kind which could express
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much more than the old, but it was not always in the
proper mood. Isaac Watts began hymn writing and during
the Evangelical Reform, there was quite an outburst of
religious singing everywhere the people went. It was at
this time that Charles and John Wesley appeared, the
great leaders of the movement of Methodism.
In the eighteenth century, the culturing of music
was carried on by Bach, Handel, Haydn and Mozart. Bach
was primarily an instrumentalist, writing for the organ,
and his cantatas and chorales are still very much alive
today. Handel wrote for the voice particularly and was
interested In making his music as descriptive as possible.
Haydn was an improvisor end writer of symphonies and
quartets and two great oratorios with splendid music.
Mozart wrote instrumental music and vocal as well. All of
these men set real standards in the music of the world.
The early part of the nineteenth century was irrel-
igious and secular as was the church music. The singing
was very poor, what there was of it, in the parish churches,
and such men as Gaxintlett and Samuel Sebastian Wesley did
much to revive the parish music. Congregational singing
was advocated and choir music was being thought of more.
The organ was used for worship and not for public recital.
Hymn singing and the poetry of the hymns were coming into
their own, even though there still were some with silly
and inferior words.
When the Puritans and the Pilgrims first came to
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America, music for its own sake was not tolerated. Met-
rical Psalmody was the only music for the first hundred
years in New England and that was of the sixteenth century.
After much controversy, the pastors began to devote much
of their time to the writing or the compiling of Psalm
or Tune Books for their people and after the very early
part of the eighteenth century, the pastors finally won
out. Singing societies were started and the members
were allowed the front seats in the galleries, a direct
step to church choirs. In the vicinity of Philadelphia,
the Swedish church through its minister. Rev. Falckner,
was aided by the German band of pietists who were led by
Johann Kelpius. Music was strengthened by the faith of
just such men as Falckner v.-ho thought that music was an
asset in his service and was to better the serving of God.
Conrad Beissel is said to be the first American composer,
and William Tuckey was responsible for the setting up
of the Charity School, a place where music was taught to
the charity children.
In the latter part of the eighteenth century. New
England was more relaxed to music. Men who made real
contributions to music were Billings, the first American
composer to make music his profession. Law and Holden.
Other writers followed in the more southern colonies until
the nineteenth century saw the turn of the nation. Good
singing societies were established and they turned out
singers who could at least read correctly and really aid
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the church service. Lowell Mason was one of the composers
of the new stately type of music which had been known in
the far past.
The quartet school made its appearance in the
Episcopal church and was very weaK in character at the
very first. Use of the surplice, at first hostile to the
church, was begun in 1860. 1836 saw the revival of the
Episcopal choir in the form of the vested choir of male
voices, and this served as a check to the poorer quartet
school.
Then followed a line of composers led by Dudley Buck
who was a pioneer in the larger forms of choral writing.
He was constantly trying to raise the standard of music
and succeeded. He trained the coiaposers to follow and they
all made names for themselves. These men are all well-
known to the choir director of today as the composers of
the better types of church music.
The latter nineteenth century brought the gospel
hymn and such men as Sankey and Moody are always assoc-
iated with it. It was for evangelical purposes and did
much to aid the emotionalism, but it did teach that all
pleasures were wrong and tliat was not too good an idea.
It began to fade out in the twentieth century in favor
of the more social hymns, and much work has been done on
the revision of the old hymn books so that a better kind
of religion may be expressea. The hymn is an outline of
life and it is xmiversal in that no one creed must be
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represented. It tells the story of church history and
each type represents a thought for whatever age it repre-
sents. The Mission hyrm is also important to attract
people outside of the membership of the church so that they
may feel the inspiration from communication with the "Passion"
of Christ's teachings.
Church music is a direct medium of communication
with God as was found in Luther's day. It is progressing
more rapidly of late than it did and it is the business
of the church to take advantage of every opportunity to
make it better. Not only the actual participants must be
interested and concerned, but the congregation as a whole
must want only the best and see that nothing else is used.
The difficulties of group singing have been enumerated and
the remedies for them have been suggested. The choir is
the center of the musical life of the comm\inity and thus
the members need to realize their responsibility. There
are definite schools for the training of choir directors
and to which members may also go for training.
Orchestral accompaniment does not always work too
well in the church service, but it may be very useful in
the Sunday School. The organ has come into its own at
last and is recognized as an integral part of the service.
Lastly, the certain fundamental needs of music of the
church were expressed and one of the remedies was noted to
be the use of church music in the social and educational
life of the church.
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As a last piece of evidence of the importance of
music in the life of the church, the various religions
were set forth and the part which music plays in them was
noted. It is not essential to set forth these findings
here as they have been done amply before, in chapter XII
»
It seems to be evident that music is. important in Catho-
licism and in tho various Protestant religions.
In conclusion, let me say Just this. Throughout
the centuries, we have traced music and religion. At
first, music was written for the church alone and any-
thing else would have been overlooked. Gradually, as
the years went on, it was observed that music could be
used advantageously in other walks of life as well, and
so secular music sprang up. This type of music naturally
had its effect on the light of the church, and sometimes
it was not too good. In spite of all kinds of obstacles,
however, music has survived, until today, while it is not
by any means the predominant music, it is important in
our lives as a vital part of our religious experience.
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